
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The international scene reveals how the world of retail is becoming more and more high-tech: is 
now increasing the design of digital instruments and platforms able to take the brand experience – 
once only achievable  during the moment of purchase – out of the store. This new deal appears 
strictly connected to the new characters of current customers, a mix of two overlapping trends: on 
one side ‘Generation C’ (as content)1 with a high interest towards participation and ability of 
creating and share contents thanks to the high-tech competence; on the other side ‘Generation 
Me’2 with a narcissistic excess and a perpetual search of personalized offers, linked to a desire of 
making new experiences to share among a certain social group, possibly online. 
At the same time the design of the physical points of sales is changing too3: the digital component 
is turning from a mere ‘spectacular furniture’ (so simply aesthetical element) into a central factor 
of the store experience communicative project. 
 
So are changing also the function and the design of the store: spaces meant for communication 
and relation between brands and consumers (and among consumers too) are increasing, so that 
are increasing also multi-sensorial and interactive spaces dedicated to products (already 
previewed through technological platforms, thanks to the use of videos and 3D images). 
                                                 
1 S. Bhalla, Anuraag S, Visual Merchandising, Tata MacGraw Hill, New Dehli, 2011. 
2 Cfr. C. Villa “Un consumatore che cambia: la “I LOVE ME Generation” in P. Musso, Brand Reloading, pp. 137 e seg. 
3 For more information see G. Qualizza, in this Dossier (p. 9).  
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On the way there is a new possible transformation of the store into a mere ‘storage’ in which one 
can collect the product designed and personalized online by the consumer. 
As a whole, speaking of ‘digital retail’ means supplying new services to customers to increase their 
loyalty to the brand. Adidas, Nike and Puma are among the first brands which at an international 
level invested on solutions that go into this direction4. 
More recently IKEA experimented 2.0 solutions for Android and iOS users for its 2013 Catalogue: 
downloading an app is possible to enable the video version of the catalogue and read it with 
augmented reality and interactive functions linked to products, photo galleries and other news5. 
Some years ago the Swedish company had already offered to its customers (Italian ones included) 
the possibility to interact online with the product and through a smartphone let them see before 
the purchase the products inside their home environment to judge ‘live’ their impact and the 
space needed. 
 
Brandforum.it has been studying these dimensions and their direct effects – on and off line – on 
brands belonging to various product sectors. Among our latest researches, there is for instance the 
one realised in June-July 2012 about QVC, the TV channel – accessible from different platforms – 
completely dedicated to a new way of shopping. On October, 1st 2010 it was launched in Italy too. 
It appears as an entertainment place that puts the customer at the centre of its commercial, 
productive and communicative logics6. 
Beyond the interesting quantitative developments of this current revolution, this Brandforum 
Special Dossier is meant to give some guidelines about the socio-cultural and communicative 
dimensions of the online and offline changes, through the analysis of some cases started in Italy. 
Therefore it can be considered as a sort of map of the new territories of retain in Italy. 

That is why we are showing an emblematic case-history, associated with some data, that marked 
the first interesting trends of the retail in Italy.  
We are proceeding in two different directions: 

- on one side, we are analysing some effects of digitalization on the retailing dynamics in 
Italy, with a particular focus on two market sectors, very distant from each other: GDO and 
fashion; 

- on the other side, we are studying the most actual strategies and the development 
leverages of the traditional forms of retail (from stores to branded events) together with 
the newest and most unusual dimensions (i.e. temporary retail). The direct observation of 
some crucial cases of ‘made in Italy’ products will be a supplementary guide to reflect on 
the retail performance in Italy. 
 
 

The writing of all the papers included in this Dossier is by Brandforum.it, under the supervision of its Director 
Patrizia Musso. In this project have been involved some senior editors (Gabriele Qualizza, Elisabetta Sala, 
Silvia Mussa) and junior editors (Rebecca Rabozzi e Sara Tacconi).  
 
We thank all the brands that kindly granted interviews, materials and recommendations for the writing of 
this Dossier. 

                                                 
4 See company video http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=EGXp7Lk5hhk 
5 See company video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQ8HNXtl7jQ&feature=player_embedded 
6 For more information about QVC see Special Dossier “La bellezza fa brand” (June- July 2012) in 
http://www.brandforum.it/papers/898/la-bellezza-fa-brand-14-punti-di-vista-a-confronto-prima-puntata 
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Without any doubt also Italy is feeling the effects of the current international technological wave. 
The rapid growth of the online Italian population, social networks included, is told by Audiweb 
data7 which show that 28 million of Italian surf the Net every month (more women than men 
between the age of 35 and 54) – see the graphics below. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

According to Facebook insight data, over 21 million of Italians joined the famous social network 
with over 13 million of individual daily accesses. Of these 7.5 million surf from their smartphone 
(among the 9 million users of mobile devices). These figures show the growing familiarity of the 
Italians with the digital world, a phenomenon that induced retail companies to re-design themself 
in a 2.0 perspective out of necessity. 
 

                                                 
7 Cfr. www.audiweb.it; http://www.audiweb.it/cms/view.php?id=4&cms_pk=261#approfondisci1 
 

1. Digital Retail: 2.0 made in Italy (by P. Musso, Director of Brandforum.it) 
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Among the most recent dynamics we pointed out GDO and fashion, areas of interest apparently 
very distant from each other, but with some common aspects – such as having recently embraced 
the digital world in an effective way. 
For what concerns GDO, Terzo Rapporto GDO (third GDO report) of June 20128 shows a 
progressive impact of 2.0 on this traditional reality, affected by the effects of the financial crisis 
like other sectors. 
Although quantitatively limited compared to the wide digital target quoted above, the cases we 
collected are beginning to become more and more. 
As claimed by Giorgio Panizza, managing director of Il Gigante, during the presentation of this 
report to the press: “The opportunities offered by new media are changing the reality known by 
our marketing department in the last 30-40 years. That was a reality made of promotional 
brochures, billboard campaigns, advertisements on newspapers, that has monopolized the 
advertising budget. Also for Il Gigante chain, with a tiny 1.4% share, new media may represent a 
chance to communicate more effectively and with lower costs”. 
Some of the most recent initiatives in this sector are based on communicative dinamics and on 
those useful for the customers: from Salva tempo by Coop Estense, a free app that allow people 
to scan the barcodes of the products and show them, instead of the products themselves, at the 
counter in order to pay quickly9 to Crai informa, a free service to help people with food 
intolerances and allergies shop in a safer way (the customer can see on his/her smartphone the 
ingredient list of the products selected10. Others are concerning entertainment dynamics, such as 
Starzone by Esselunga (in association with Sony Music): Esselunga’s fidelity programme members 
can collect play cards on which are shown famous singers; on every card there is the link (or the 
code) to download songs for free. 
The Italian customers can benefit from particular services, useful during their shopping: the brand 
demonstrate to know its target’s needs and to be willing to be by their side in a useful way with a 
personalized and innovative style. This proximity goes beyond the point of sale through 
entertaining activities doable by the customer at home using technology. 
Despite the fact that these are all top-down activities with a little interaction and participation of 
the final user, we are facing a first reloading11 of the image of the traditional GDO division. 

Communication, service, entertainment: these are the three dynamics that envolve 2.0 initiatives 
from the Italian GDO world. The dimension of entertainment itseft appears a very dynamic axis at 
European level.  
Therefore we submit a short in-depht analysis about this particular aspect, underling some data 
about the developments that are currently happening in Italy too. 

 
Digital Entertainment (by S. Tacconi, Junior Editor, Brandforum.it) 

 
The digital entertainment is an important part of the digital retail: you can have amusement using digital technology,  
characterized by particular contents, tools and distribution channels.  
Contents (written texts, pictures, sound and video – pictures + sound) are the main source of entertainment and they 
become digital contents through tools like television, smartphone, e-book reader, tablet, mp3, pc. For benefitting 
from contents, you need distribution channels, like broadcast and internet. 

                                                 
8 This survey was made by Mark Up, SymphonyIri Group and Trade Lab III (June, 2012). 
9 See company video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deGw6i16vdI 
10 See company video http://www.craiinforma.it/it-IT/f_Registrazione/Presentazione.aspx 
11 Cfr. P. Musso, Brand Reloading, cit. 
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Really, internet is more effective than the broadcast because it offers both information and sharing, while broadcast 
offers only information. 
This channel has changed the entertainment totally, thanks to the so called digital convergence, that is the union of 
sound, video communications and data in an only one source and you can benefit from contents by only one device 
and through only one tool. 
 
The convergence has involved all 3 aspects of digital entertainment: it has converted the 2D contents in 3D contents 
and it has introduced new devices and new tools to benefit from. 
The convergence has reinvented the entertainment: not  only a conversion of contents but it has introduced the 
possibility to interact with them, sharing your opinions and experiences with other users. 
We report some data (GFK, 2011) that show how the digital entertainment has changed our way to purchase 
electronic products, both in Italy and in Europe (Great Britain, France, Germany and Spain). Data show that the sale of 
lasting goods is falling. 
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The fall of the sales is due to the change of technological goods markets: we are looking for products that can satisfy 
the current needs and not lasting goods. 
At the same time, the communication is changed: from Mass Media (one-to-many like television) to Massive Media 
(a fragmentary communication: you can search information where you prefer and when you prefer. It is possible 
thanks to internet). 
Thanks to Massive Media, tools to benefit from contents are increased and the competition is increased too, while 
the prices are fallen. 
This fall (is estimated 38% from 2006 to 2011) had afforded to purchase technological products increasingly avant-
garde. 
The following table shows the increase of sales of consumer goods (Gfk; 2011); we purchase products that allow to 
interact with the contents: we aren’t only viewers. 
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Smartphones prevail to other products because they allow to phone, to send SMS and MMS, to surf the net and to 
listen music, moreover you can move them easily. Smartphones, Netbooks and Tablets have allowed to be always 
online. 
BluRay, TV 3D, Led and Smart have changed the way to watch television, the main tool of entertainment: viewers can 
to be part of the show and they can have a personalized service. 
Thanks to these changes, Companies have changed their adv campaigns: not more offline adv, but online adv, 
personalized to the needs of the customers. 
 
Home entertainment overview 
In the following tables we show some detailed data about how home entertainment has changed in the main 
European States (Italy, Great Britain, France, Germany and Spain) thanks to the technology. 
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The tables confirm what we said: digital convergence has changed the relationships between people, businesses and 
products, but a total convergence is still away.  
We often prefer to use the old offline tools but the online world has slowly became an indispensable part of our life. 
 
Online games are an important part of Italian Digital Entertainment and they have became increasingly successful. 
Online Game Observatory of Politecnico of Milan made a report about this growing market. The report shows that in 
2011 played online 2.500.000 people, spending 735 millions of euros, that divided up:  
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The area where there are more players is South of Italy (47%), then there is the North (31%) and at the end,  the 
Center (22%). 
The 22% Online Game Businesses have both a website and an app for Smartphones and Tablets, but there are other 
businesses that prefer to have only a website (45%) or only an mobile app (33%). 
Facebook has became an important channel for online games;  from 2010 to 2011 the number of players has 
increased of 128%. 
 
Some Game Businesses are moving their business from offline to online because the web gives the opportunity to 
extend customers in whole world, impossible with offline shops. 
 
So, the digital convergence has permitted to discover new businesses, but we are really ready to a whole convergence 
for a digital world? 
 
For what concerns fashion, in Italy the big brands were the first who decided to invest on e-
commerce and new media with good upturns: a solution that can both balance the loss of money 
in the traditional commercial network and reach customers ‘young in mind’ – as said by Frida 
Giannini, Creative Director of Gucci, responsible for the company website which was visited by 
over 2 million people in 2011 every month (first from US, then from China)12.   
 
Since the opening of Gucci Facebook page13 in November 2010, its fans (now almost 9 milion) 
follow it passionately thanks to the prominent contents posted in real time (during fashion shows 
or about the launch of new products, events or shop openings), once not readable by everyone.  
Gucci’s innovative strategy was marked out by the launch of the new website14, defined “online 
boutique” and re-designed in a totally interactive user-orientated format. 
Simple lines remind of the typical Gucci design attracting the attention of potential consumers and 
prompting the frequent ones to buy the latest items. So this is a space wholly designed for e-
commerce. 
However fashion is a world that has struggled to approach the digital due to its exclusivity that has 
been always its distinctive nature; in theory this side might be hidden by the Net where the feeling 
of ‘unattainability’  is automatically cancelled and where affluent consumers are equalled to mass 
consumers, those who are not part of the target of interest of luxury brands. 
 
Actually the first beginnings with this digital side of the world of brand communication made some 
positive effects on the luxury world too: first of all the on line exposure – if strategically planned – 
may create a strong award for luxury brands; secondly it showed the possibility to create an 
exclusive online space to be considered another area of dialogue between a company and its 
target of frequent consumers.  

                                                 
12 Cfr. P. Musso, Brand Reloading, cit., p. 120 e seg. 
13 Cfr. www.facebook.com/GUCCI 
14Cfr. www.gucci.com/it/home 
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The key-words of this digital revolution in this sector are: to influence (not to control), to inform 
(not to manipulate), to find (not to reject), to observe (not to invade), to listen (not to ignore). 
 

 
 
Nowadays’ scenarios are strewn with lifestyle-goods: from Juicy Salif sqeeezer by Philippe Starck 
to Zettel’z lamp by Ingo Maurer. These are objects that require to be transformed into discourse 
and story through the cooperation of a wide system of performers and actors15.  
The value chain extends itself beyond the boundaries of the manufacturing companies, integrating 
design, marketing and communication activities to the ‘mise-en-scène’ of the product, realised 
inside the point of sale: this is the triumph of immaterial economy16, a context in which 
imagination becomes a structural element for the economic value of goods. 
The application of this new perspective to the world of retail may be expressed by a wide range of 
possibilities of which the extremes are represented by these two poles: 

- on one side, the opportunity of “activating new sources of creation of the value for the 
buyer (…) favouring shopping as ‘adventure’ and ‘experience’, as happens in the field of 
traditional services for entertainment” 17. The purchasing process is indeed motivated by a wide 
range of justifications, some directly linked to needs of provisions, others related to the ludic, 
hedonistic and recreational dimension of shopping18; 
- on the other side, the progressive engagement of the final consumer19, who is encouraged 
to share with companies and brands all the dimensions of experience – from the research of 
information to the configuration of the product or service, up to the elaboration of meanings 
and values that give sense to the moment of consumption20. 
 

2.1 Reenchant the spaces of consumption 
A significant example of the first path is Thuniversum, Thun’s flagship store in Bozen21: it is a place 
in which the fluidity of sensations and the strong emotional engagement answer to the imperative 
of creating a ‘reenchantment’ of consumption22.  
 
Fulcrum of the whole structure is the Panopticum, a circular area of 550 sqm in which poetry and 
technology arrange a meeting: the area, enveloped in darkness, is ‘enlighted’ by 15 perimeter 
windows, open at 360° on an evocative landscape of the Dolomites. An imaginary landscape: those 
windows are actually plastic crystals on which are video-projected pictures of the mountains that 
                                                 
15 F. Carmagnola (2006). Il consumo delle immagini. Estetica e beni simbolici nella fiction economy. Milano: Bruno 
Mondadori, page 102-103. 
16 E. Rullani (2004). La fabbrica dell’immateriale. Roma: Carocci. 
17 S. Castaldo, S. Botti (1999). La dimensione emozionale dello shopping. Una ricerca esplorativa sul ruolo del punto 
vendita. Economia&Management, 1: 17-37, page 22. 
18 See E. Hirschmann, M. Holbrook (1982), „Hedonic Consumption: Emerging Concepts, Methods and propositions”. 
Journal of Marketing, 46: 92-101. 
19 See S. Thomke, E. von Hippel (2002). „Customers as Innovators”. Harvard Business Review, aprile, 74-81; C.K. 
Prahalad, V. Ramaswamy (2004). The future of  competition. Co-creating unique value with customers. Boston: Harvard 
Business School Press. 
20 See C.K. Prahalad, V. Ramaswamy, M.S. Krishnan (2000). “Consumer Centricity”. Information Week, 10 April. 
21 See http://www.thun.it/thun/site/jsp 
22 A.F. Firat, A. Venkatesh (1995). „Liberatory Postmodernism and the Reenchantment of Consumption”. Journal of 
Consumer Research, 22 (December): 239-267. 

2. Point of sale: from the mise-en-scène to the exploration of new 
possibilities (by Gabriele Qualizza, Senior Editor, Brandforum.it)  
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move, come alive and rotate continuously. The visitor, initially disorientated, may think to be on a 
hot air balloon that flies over the snow-capped Dolomites.   
The “exhibition shop” can be linked to this trend too. Halfway between an art gallery and a 
museum, it hosts dematerialized goods which has the function of pure symbols or values. Officially 
nothing is visible: it only shows a concept, a criterion of taste, a vision which the visitor is invited 
to adopt. It is the same brand idea that the visitor – once got back home – may make “his/her 
own” buying products and services provided by the company through online and offline channels 
of sales. 
Examples of this are Ferragamo’s23and Gucci’s24 ‘museums’ in Florence. The customer goes out of 
those rooms empy-handed or – in better words – not before having bought a gadget or a souvenir 
to let the experience settle in a concrete memory: all they have to do is stop by the café or the 
gift-shop, following the profitable criterion of 10 Corso Como and Fiorucci. 
 
As underlined by Pine and Gilmore25, in the “economy of experiences” goods are not bought 
anymore, memories are. 
However it is possible to connect the visit to the physical store to the online virtual tour, turning 
offline and online in two joints of the same space of experience, according to a cross-media 
communication strategy which has been interpreted exemplary by another reality of Florence, 
Luisa via Roma26.  
In this case the online presents itself as a channel of distribution which is alternative to the 
traditional one, but which also enhances its peculiarities and its own language through a large 
offer of contents (website, blog, magazine, social network, newsletter, 3D online shop), involving 
customers from all over the world with the aim of increasing the profit of the physical store. 
To these paths is connected the retail expression of the theme “new luxury” (or “accessible 
luxury”): this strategy, highly profitable for companies, meets the trading up – a purchasing 
behaviour that is becoming more and more common among customers, who are ready to pay for 
a high premium price in order to take possession of products made with a superior quality and 
with a high-emotional content27.  
The Italian distributive system, extremely fragmented and resistant to innovations, has slowed 
down the development of specialized chains in this sector for a long time. 
In spite of this, also stores like Coin28 and Rinascente29 are now becoming closer to this trend, that 
have transformed their points of sale: not “shops” anymore, but spaces to meet and to connect, 
full of spurs and ideas to be shared and explored.  
Let’s think about the new shop Excelsior, open by Coin Group in the heart of Milan30: a multi-
functional container with a large offer that includes fashion, beauty, accessories, food and design.  
Its particularity is the atmosphere: lights, sounds, colours, scents, moving images turn shopping 
into a refined party for the five senses. In a market centred on experiences does just not count 

                                                 
23 See http://www.museoferragamo.it 
24 See http://www.gucci.com/it/worldofgucci/mosaic/the_house_of_gucci/gucci_museo 
25 J. Pine, J.H. Gilmore (1999). The Experience Economy. Work Is Theatre  & Every Business a Stage. Boston: Harvard 
Business School Press. 
26 See http://www.luisaviaroma.com. See also “Digital Retail” by P. Musso in this Dossier (p. 3). 
27 M.J. Silverstein, N. Fiske (2003). Luxury for the masses. Harvard Business Review,  4: 48-57. 
See also Brandforum Dossier about Luxury: http://www.brandforum.it/papers/1029/the-new-luxury-consumers-iv-
and-last-section-english-version 
28 See http://www.coin.it 
29 See http://www.rinascente.it 
30 See http://www.excelsiormilano.com 
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what but also how things are bought, therefore the first luxury “product” is the point of sale 
itself31. 
 
2.2 Try-shopping: the dialogic imprint of the brand 
The second path accentuates the dialogic imprint of the brand, meant as relational element, and 
implies the transfer of the increasing quotas of “sovereignty” from companies to people32. 
 
The logic of try-shopping33 develops this perspective. For instance, the solutions provided by Lago, 
a furnishing company34, are getting closer to this approach. For its showroom in Milan the 
Company picked an unusual location, furnishing a flat in the district Brera: instead of the classic 
and impersonal furniture shop, was built an experiential space designed as a domestic 
environment, with a living room, a kitchen, a bathroom and a bedroom35. 
The idea is to create a context in which people can meet and experience a lifestyle: during “Salone 
del Mobile”, the furniture fair in Milan, in these rooms there are people cooking or listening to 
rock music at full volume like in a students’ or young creative artists’ house. “Appartamento Lago” 
is a space lived and thought as a hub: a meeting point, a connection point in which may be housed 
cultural events about innovation, social marketing activities, project workshops, photo-shooting 
sessions. 
After this first experience, the Company opened a sales channel for “tenents”, people found of 
design, ready to create themselves another “Appartamento Lago” (receiving a discount on the 
furniture price in exchange) in which they can host other events and meetings open to the public.  
The logic of fidelity cards – with the time-worn system of accumulating shopping points – is 
completely turned over by this kind of perspective that puts the consumers in the centre of the 
communication process, inviting them to get rid of the simple role of “spectators” to take 
possession of the more demanding role of co-author, co-star of hybridization and convergence 
projects between areas of meaning, product sectors, which are different and apparently distant 
media36.  In other words, customers are no longer getting loyal to brands, but are brands those 
who become loyal to people.  
 
2.3 Research of authenticity 
Between these two extreme poles (spectacularisation on one side, co-creation and involvement 
on the other one) the customer has now the space to look for the original and authentic product, 
with a faint retro taste37. 
Firstly due to bonds imposed by financial crisis, this trend connects to a value-perspective: it 
becomes a project, a philosophy of life, a way to redeem the pleasure of DYI and workmanlike 

                                                 
31 E. Corbellini, S. Saviolo (2007). L’esperienza del lusso. Milano: Etas. 
32 See K. Roberts (2004). Lovemarks. The Future beyond Brands. New York: PowerHouse Books. 
33 An international example is Cook&Coffee (see http://www.cookandcoffee.fr/cookandcoffee), the new concept store 
opened in Paris by the Italian company DeLonghi in partnership with Kenwood: this hyper-technological space is full 
of interactive screens on which are shown in preview the latest products by the two companies (coffee machines and 
little kitchen appliances). This is also a place where customers can meet and learn, taking part at kitchen workshops 
with great chefs for free. So it is possible to personally live the two brands’ experience inside the store, testing the 
products directly. On their side, the two companies has the opportunity to collect data and info observing their 
consumers’ behaviour and reaction live. 
34 See http://appartamentolago.com 
35 See F. Catalano, F. Zorzetto (2010). Temporary Store. La strategia dell’effimero, Milano: FrancoAngeli.  
36 See M. Giovagnoli (2005). Fare cross-media. Roma: Dino Audino Editore. 
37 For further info see G. Qualizza in P. Musso “Brand Reloading”, cit. 
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handmade products, the passion for modern and vintage things, the curiosity for every element of 
surprise that can break the repetitiveness of ordinary life. 
 
In order to answer to re-commerce practices (sell out-of-fashion objects and clothes), vintage 
spaces are opening. An example is Carpe Diem in Venice38: this shop sells second-hand ‘designer’ 
clothes, but also ‘tells’ the fashion history through dresses and accessories that trace evolution 
through time. The pattern on which is designed this experience is original: the roles of customer 
and supplier (of vintage clothes) are becoming confused and overlapping. 
 
Zoe Food: reloading of food market 

The new nutribar concept – synthesis of a bar, a restaurant and a point of sale – has become apparent also 
as a place to share new culture, in step with the expectations of a consumer who is looking for a healthy 
and ethic diet that can also satisfy his/her palate. 
 
An example is Zoe Food, recently opened in Trieste, a city in which scents and flavours of centre Europe 
meet colours and sunny atmospheres of the Mediterranean. 
Created by the wits of a young enogastronomic reviewer with Guatemalan origins and her Triestine 
husband, Zoe Food is a concept store to all intents and purposes and it is based on this mission: offer 
biologic seasonal local products, from exotic to more traditional ones. 
Its rooms are clean and tidy, but not aseptic: soft lights recall the domestic environment, while furniture 
and colours remind of nature through wood elements and stones on the walls. 
The familiar atmosphere experienced inside this place is accentuated by the scents coming from the dishes 
prepared in the open-plan kitchen. 
These details let show the core narrative scheme – the proposal of a natural world: a quiet oasis, far from 
the stress and the hurry of daily life. It is a story that starts from the rediscovery of our roots through the 
choice of a healthy diet made of a genuine simple food, cooked with love.  
 
Moreover Zoe Food’s case analysed above is not a localised and limited niche phenomenon. GDO 
is trying to get this mood too: in this context are opening out-and-out ‘nostalgia-supermarket’ like 
Eat’s in Milan (and Conegliano) 39 or Eataly in Turin40, that offer to restore the lost atmosphere of 
the town old marketplace aiming to put economic exchange in a wider context of exchanges 
among people. 
Eataly, in particular, is a multi-functional space in which sales, food, entertainment, didactics, 
communication become the ingredients for an evocative experience with a cultural insight41 
(Fabris, 2008). It is an original and innovative place: this settlement recovers a piece of industrial 
archaeology – old Carpano’s liqueur factory – and turns it into a big loft food store, from which 
globalised brands are excluded. 
At Eataly stores (open in Milan, Bologna, Rome, Tokyo and New York too) can be bought only the 
best of Italian enogastronomy in its more authentic expressions, divided in thematic areas (i.e. 
pasta, wine, cheese, etc.). Inside the store every consumer gets in contact not only with high 
quality food and beverages, always sold at a reasonable and affordable price, but also with stories, 
traditions, people and places where those product have their origins. 
 

                                                 
38 See http://www.elenacarpediem.com 
39 See http://www.eatstore.it 
40 See http://www.eatalytorino.it 
41 G.P. Fabris (2008), Societing. Il marketing nella società postmoderna. Milano: Egea. 
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The result is a seductive form of edutainment (education and entertainment) that connects the 
display areas to the catering ones through tasting sessions, degustations, cooking classes and 
events. 
 
2.4 Sensoriality becomes exploration 
The result of these several paths is the transformation of the point of sale into a work-shop: a sort 
of laboratory designed to have a planning function42, both as place in which directly testing the 
development of lifestyles and though-styles and as chance to engage consumer in the 
development of innovative patterns and suggestions.  
 
In other words, the general and superficial reference to five senses in the shopping experience 
seems to make room for a more advanced concept, according to which sensoriality becomes 
exploration, experimentation, testing, contributing to the construction of a reality based on true 
and concrete relationship with the consumer. 
 

 
 
 
The increasing impulses that the modern consumers receive everyday from the traditional  
communication tools have "anaesthetized" them. Communication is no more involving and has 
lost its persuasive and motioning power. 
 
Consequently what are the modern consumers looking for? The surely look for a new dimension of 
connection with the brand, that goes beyond the capability of getting pieces of information about 
brand and products and that gives the opportunity to feel part of the brand and live it in a new 
social dimensions that touch on-line and off-line areas. 
The "relational face" becomes one of the multiple faces of a brand. Strategies and tools change 
and the brand is no more communicating about new products but it is proposing a deeper 
universe of brand values  thanks to interactive and multisensorial spaces. 
 
Brandforum.it has recently investigated cases of "total living" proposed by brands, analyzing 
concept stores that have been created as relational universes for consumers (e.g. Apple Stores, 
Camper Store in Spain, Mondadori Multicentres or Libreria Ambasciatori in Italy). 
 
Brandforum.it has also deeply analysed the use of events made by brands. Those events are 
generally introduced in different contexts and are created in order to make real the idea that the 
consumers have on their beloved brands. In each event consumers can feel a deeper and wider 
perception on the brand. They become aware that beyond the brand there is something more 
than the product that they can buy in malls. 
 
We would like to list the main aims of an event. First of all the need of bringing together 
consumers in order to communicate, exchange pieces of information and strategies in different 

                                                 
42 See G. Qualizza (2006). Oltre lo shopping. I nuovi luoghi del consumo: percorsi, esplorazioni, progetti. Trieste: 

Edizioni Goliardiche. 
 

3. New levers of retail in Italy: brand event reloading (by S. Mussa, Senior Editor, 
Brandforum.it) 
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fields. They are moments in which the protagonist is brand communication. Messages can lead to 
different audiences and can spread specific contents to each of them. 
A brand event is an exchange of experiences and the occasion in which is created an interpersonal 
contact beneath brand and consumer. The leading factor of those events becomes brand 
entertainment and that the consumer experience is generally connoted with an artistic and 
spectacular dimension. 
 
We have chosen 2 international brands, Nivea and Barilla, whose marketing action is very strong 
on Italian market, as case studies able to describe that events have become recently an 
unavoidable tool in communication mix since it offers to consumers the relational dimension they 
need from a brand. 
 
Our analysis starts from Nivea. Events have become in those last years a very important tool of 
Nivea's communication mix as also temporary shops (link elisabetta) and on-line campaigns that 
differently celebrate the brand universe. Nivea events have been peculiar especially in the Italian 
market (which is the main field of analysis of Brandforum.it) and took place during the centennial 
celebration of Nivea brand. The event/art performance "la Cura" (the Cure) was organized during 
the "Salone de Mobile 2012" in Milan, Italy.  
Salone del Mobile has been chosen because it shares aims and values of Nivea events. They want 
both reunite a multiform audience into a celebration totally dedicated to beauty and design. 
Moreover they want to give a physical and psychological sense of well being to the participants, 
action that is strongly connected to the claim of the brand "100 years feeling closer". 
"La Cura" event has promoted an evasion space in which consumers can take a rest from the 
chaos of Salone del Mobile. The location on which the event takes place is the Museum of  
Sciences and Techniques in Milan.  
The event is an occasion to show and celebrate the main visual aspects of the brand. White and 
blue walls printed with the Nivea Logo were the scene design of the event space. The scene was 
completed by light designs reproducing the well known cans of Nivea cream. Big white pillows 
created a relax area in which socialize. Otherwise the real core of the Nivea event "La Cura" was 
the art performance here described. It took place in an area out from the sights of other 
participants and its duration was of half an hour. "La Cura" is a visual antidote to the chaos of the 
Salone del Mobile. Whilst experiencing a therapeutic sound and light composition produced in 
collaboration with Kite & Laslet, visitors are presented with a ball of white clay to mould and shape 
into something that reflected their individual expression and mood. These artworks - called the 
Cures - were then collected at the end of each performance and clustered together in the pavilion 
during the course of the week to create a collective sculpture. For "La Cura" the Uderkitchen by 
food designers Arabeschi di latte had prepared a re-energising elixir designed to restore people's 
sparkle and spirits. The air was filled with a bespoke scent by perfumers 12.29 which was designed 
to capture the essence of the colour white in olfactory form. The consumer has been involved in a 
multisensorial experience totally connected with the Salone del Mobile mood43. 
 
Our second case study deals with the international brand Barilla, trademark strongly connected 
with Italian tradition. Our attention focuses on a series of events settled in Italy and started in 

                                                 
43 For other brand events see S. Mussa, “100 anni di Nivea, tra storia e reloading” in 
http://www.brandforum.it/papers/674/100-anni-di-nivea-tra-storia-e-reloading 
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2009. The aim of those events is to communicate the brand to the consumer into innovative 
attitude. 
Brandforum.it is the observer of the evolution of this brand event that gives an emotional 
experience to consumers making them part of the "Big family" of the Barilla Brand. 
All the events are inspired to typical daily actions of Italian families as lunch or pasta cooking. To 
those core elements barilla adds the entertainment side of the event that are able to represent it 
into an involving and innovative way. 
 
In 2009 "Barilla Pasta Day" was organized in only three Italian squares which were branded with 
Barilla trademarks. No permanent elements have been created. A big blue door with Barilla logo 
on top, marked the entrance of the Barilla world created in each square. Music played by Radio 
Deejay (radio channel sponsor of the event) entertained the audience while having lunch all 
together with pasta dishes created by Barilla chefs. Thanks to video screens all the audience could 
share the experience of preparing pasta together and babies could have fun in areas created for 
them. 
The big success of 2009 event was the point of departure for the following years' events. The 
name of the format changes as the dimensions of it. It is created in static structures where the 
total show of the brand can take place. This is the beginning in 2010 of "Casa Barilla" the event 
that has become a core part of brand communication until now. The structures in which it is 
created are similar to the Barilla's package of pasta and the number of Italian squares in which it 
takes place increases constantly, touching Milano, Roma, Bologna, Napoli, Torino, etc. 
Inside the structures, like a mini congress centre, Barilla created a total living space for its 
audience dealing with sensorial (smell, touch, colors, music and taste) and emotional dimension.  
 
Brandforum.it has identified some core elements in all Barilla events. First of all the show of the 
brand made through a lot of different tools (company museum, gadget selling, games, seminars, 
cooking competitions and play areas for babies). Secondly the convivial emotion shared by all the 
participants while eating together in big common tables. In the end the product created in 
different recipes by Academia Barilla chefs and also used by the audience while participating to 
cooking competitions. 

 
Casa Barilla: (s)mall edition (by Rebecca Rabozzi, Junior editor, Brandforum.it) 
 
 
From the successful two-year experience of the itinerant tour of “Casa Barilla” through the Italian squares, this year 
Barilla has launched also another event format, smaller and suitable for the Italian shopping malls. 
Despite the smaller size, the structure has maintained the key-elements of the original one: the blue box entrance, 
the cookers, the seating, the Academia Barilla ‘Bottega’ and the so called point-of-distribution, where people can 
enjoy a freshly made pasta dish. 
This well-thought (s)mall edition was designed to amaze people directly on the point of sale, connecting Barilla brand 
experience with a more immediate invite to buy. In fact, shopping goers may collect postcards with the Italian 
regional recipes presented by the chefs and use the ingredient list as a memo for their shopping at the superstore 
inside the mall.  
In order to gain people’s attention the structure doesn’t need high blue walls anymore: the partition walls are just a 
meter high and this is enough to define the boundaries of Barilla World without preventing the visitors from seeing 
the cooking activities which take part inside. 
 
That’s why the host of the “Casa Barilla show” has now a crucial role: he not only has to link together mini-activities 
(i.e. “3 recipes in 60 minutes”) but also to turn shopping goers into a real audience. The chefs from Academia, as the 
stars of this live show cooking, proclaim both the high quality of the Italian cuisine and of Academia specialties. 
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This edition of Casa Barilla can be seen as a perfect and effective display for Academia Barilla, the international 
centre founded in Parma (Italy) in 2004 in the aim of “promoting and diffusing the knowledge of Italian products and 
cuisine all over the world through special events (…), developing and boosting the Italian gastronomy”.  
 
In conclusion, this event is a good example of brand activation by Barilla, a historical and well-established company, 
capable of continue renewals in order to get closer – both ideologically and physically – to its users’ and consumers’ 
needs. 
 
All the different areas of Casa Barilla communicate a different story of the brand each so that the 
audience can understand what means living inside Barilla world. 
The event has constantly changed during last years. The number of Italian squares in which it took 
place has increased. The structure has become smaller in order to adapt to different contexts. The 
focus of the event have become more and more experience and relation. In 2012 all the elements 
of brand show (e.g. company museum ) have disappeared to get more space for experience, 
emotion and entertainment created by cooking shows, and competitions. babies are always 
important and the "Piccolini" area dedicated to them is still vital. 
 
Barilla and Nivea experience show us how events can create a strong and unique contact with a 
new member of their social life: brand. 
The relationship and contact amongst consumer and brand, it this period of strategies' change 
should remain central and vital in order to distinguish a brand from its competitors. 
 

 
 
 
In a wider process of reassessment and valorization of places as an important part in the 
marketing mix44, the temporary spaces phenomenon is outstanding. In temporary spaces products 
or services are offered for a limited period of time, creating “time given” shops45, born not simply 
to enhance the retailing network, but rather to support brands in their communicative needs. 
 
The first examples of temporary stores appeared in the United States in the 90’s and, thanks to 
their first successes, they soon spread also in Europe. In Italy, in particular, the first temporary 
spaces appeared in Milan, often during events linked to art, fashion or design. This is the case, for 
example, of the  first Nivea Temporary Shop, opened in 2007 as one of the special events created 
for the international design fair of “Salone del Mobile” in Milan. The fleeting character of the 
event, the creation of a special limited edition and the offer of a holistic experience (more 
involving than the simple buying moment) were the perfect ingredients for the Nivea brand 
repositioning towards a more young and dynamic target audience46. 
 

                                                 
44 On this subject: “Il reloading delle strategie distributive attraverso i brand places” in P. Musso P., Brand Reloading, 
cit. 
45 Pellegrini D., Comunicazione e retail: dalla TV al punto vendita, Egea, Milan, 2005. 
46 The first positive experience leads Nivea to use also in the following years temporary spaces to dialogue with its 
target audience, supporting special events, products launching or anniversary celebrations (v. Zarantonello L., 
Temporary shop. Il marketing non convenzionale di Nivea, Brandforum.it, ottobre 2007; S. Mussa, 100 anni di Nivea 
tra storia e reloading, Brandforum.it, settembre 2011) and experimenting also new retail solutions (see the previous 
Paper by S. Mussa in this Dossier). 

4. Temporary spaces between trend and strategy (by E. Sala, Senior Editor, 
Brandforum.it)  
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Two signals give evidence to the phenomenon progressive structuring in Italy: on the one hand the 
enriching terminology (with the creation of words such as “pop-up store” – a temporary space 
which appear and disappear in a very quick and surprising way, or “shop sharing” – a fixed 
structure in which different brands alternate) and on the other hand the creation in 2008 of a 
specific association (Assotemporary), that also organizes a fair dedicated to temporary spaces and 
installations.  
 
Temporary spaces are above all a real meeting place between brand and consumer, enabling the 
renewal of a fiduciary pact, which is at the basis of brand life. The case history of the real estate 
company Gabetti is a perfect example: in 2008, a difficult year for the whole sector, the company 
inaugurated its first temporary space in the shop sharing building of Corso Garibaldi, in the city 
centre of Milan. The primary objective was to renew the relationship with its clients, giving 
concrete support to the immateriality of the offer. The store atmosphere was perfectly designed 
to become a sort of tridimensional representation of the brand promise: a welcoming and 
transparent approach47. 
 
The temporary store is also an efficient research and testing instrument, as the temporary 
experience of Alixir (wellness line of the Barilla group) clearly exemplifies. Appeared in 2009 as an 
itinerant installation, the Alixir Food Lounge had a futuristic-technological mood and the accurate 
space design was aimed at creating a total immersion in the “Alixir universe”. The digital 
technology devices48  (such as sound projections, interactive walls with videos and interviews and 
impressive holographic images) were used offline to create an interactive emotional space, a 
surrealistic journey that ended up with a targeted test to analyze people food habits. A tailor 
made Alixir menu based on this precious data was served and tasted at a round table with other 
visitors. The target analysis was in this way efficiently combined with the sampling instrument, 
creating a sharing atmosphere that enhanced the sense of being part of an Alixir brand community. 
 
This is a brotherhood between conviviality and temporariness that finds its perfect 
accomplishment in the creation of temporary restaurants, innovative experiments of “temporary 
cuisine” that interested also the  Italian market49. 
The different temporary experiences share a common sense of uniqueness and spectacularity, a 
desire created by a time-limited offer. Differently from the traditional shop, which is generally fix 
and permanent, the temporary stores force lies in the capability of arising an innate human feeling: 
the sense of ephemeral50. On the one hand all things that are unstable and fleeting create tension 
and uncertainty, on the other hand the shortness of a special occasion fascinates and entices. It’s 
exactly on these aspects that the temporary stores play their communicative role, answering the 
needs of a dynamic society, with weak boundaries and a liquid social organization51. The 
temporary spaces, in fact, fit perfectly into a changing society, but paradoxically allow also a new 
leadership of brands (or products), that become the great protagonists of an exclusive experience. 

                                                 
47 Sala E., Dai temporary shop allo shop sharing, Brandforum.it, October 2008. 
48 For a more detailed description of digital spaces, see the Dossier Introductory Paper by P. Musso. 
49 From the first expressions of “guerrilla cuisine” in the United States (one of the most famous is The Ghetto 
Gourmet, an itinerant movement that organized surprising Afro-American dinners), the temporary restaurant formula 
has become very popular also in Europe. In Italy, in particularly, there has been very interesting experiences on this 
theme (Sala E., Temporary Restaurant: da New York a Milano, Brandforum.it, February 2009). 
50 Catalano F., Zorzetto F., Temporary Store. La strategia dell’Effimero, Franco Angeli, Milan, 2010. 
51 Z. Bauman, Vita liquida, Ed. Laterza, 2008. 
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In this sense, two thematic areas appear particularly close to temporary spaces nature and they 
will probably give further development and perspectives to this phenomenon.  
 
The first one is the area of luxury brands, that share with temporary stores the search for 
innovation, spectacularity and distinctiveness. In the last years, the Italian market show different 
examples, from the Greygoose vodka52 Christmas Temporary Store (born thanks to the relationship 
with the French patisserie Laduré), to the Tiffany Temporary Shop (opened for Christmas in the 
exclusive location of the Dome Square in Milan), to the recent inauguration in Naples of the first 
Louis Vuitton Temporary Store. 
 
The second one is the area of sustainability (and, in general, of social responsibility), where the 
temporary spaces show their great efficiency in terms of innovation and creativity, becoming the 
perfect values interpreter and creating great events that could be defined as “3.0 shops” 53. We 
cite as interesting examples the Samsung Desing Garden (a temporary urban garden that becomes 
the 3D testimonial of the brand eco-compatible innovation), the Merci Temporary Store (a multi-
brand shop whose revenues were assigned to charity), or the recent experience of Carlsberg. In 
summer 2012 the bier company opened a temporary space called “Drink Different”, with 
installations and activities aimed at the promotion of recycling, environmental respect and green 
products (such as for example a “low impact environment” beer). 
 
As a consequence, we can come to the conclusion that it is possible to look at the temporary 
phenomenon considering both the brand area (not simply products brand, but also services brand 
and in the future the temporary store is likely to develop also in the field of b2b communication) 
and the formula flexibility, always creating different and surprising forms able to involve the 
consumer in a unique experience. Moreover, the capability of showing in a very direct and 
impressive way the brand characteristics and values makes the temporary store one of the most 
precious instrument for brand communication. 

                                                 
52 E. Sala, “Lo spazio temporaneo al servizio di un luxury brand. Il caso Grey Goose” in P. Musso, Brand Reloading, cit. 
53 According to the ethic perspective expressed in P. Kotler, Marketing 3.0, Ed. Il sole 24ORE, Milan, 2010. 


